We develop maximum principles for functions defined on the solutions to a class of semilinear, second order, uniformly elliptic partial differential equations. These principles are related to recent theorems of Protter and Protter and Weinberger and to a technique initiated by Payne for the determination of gradient bounds on the solution of the equation.
Introduction.
In [3] Payne introduced a technique, which utilizes a maximum principle for a function defined on solutions to an elliptic partial differential equation, in order to obtain bounds for the gradient of the solution of the relèvent differential equation. Several authors have contributed to the growing literature developing this technique. In their work (see the references cited here, especially [7] , and the references therein), the authors seek estimates on the solution, the gradient of the solution, or other quantities of physical importance and/or extend the method to more general elliptic or parabolic differential equations. Early in the development of this method, the results were obtained when the principal part of the elliptic equation was the Laplace operator.
Sperb [6] was the first to extend the results of Payne to a second order uniformly elliptic equation of the form
where the comma notation u fc signifies partial differentiation with respect to the fcth coordinate variable and the repeated index in a single term denotes summation over that index from 1 to n. Sperb's extension depended heavily on differential geometric quantities and the Riemannian metric g%:> induced by the principal part of (1.1), on the coefficients in (1.1), and the geometry of the domain. Sperb's development was greatly simplified by Protter [5] for general second order uniformly elliptic equations of the form
where by uniformly elliptic, we mean, the symmetric matrix (a,J) is positive definite and satisfies the uniform ellipticity condition (1.3) o*(*)66 > A|£|2, xGÍUgíí", for some positive constant A. Protter showed that a certain function defined on solutions to (1.2) attains its maximum either on the boundary of the domain fi or at a critical point of the solution, i.e., where gradu = 0.
In this work we use an inequality from [4] to obtain maximum principles for functions defined on the solutions to uniformly elliptic equations of the form
We obtain principles in §2 which state that the maximum of the function cannot be attained in the interior of fi unless it is a constant and thus do not encounter the possibility of an occurrence at a critical point in the domain. In §3 we briefly illustrate the application of these principles for the determination of solution or gradient estimates.
Results.
Let fi be a bounded domain in Rn, n > 2, and let u be a C3 solution of the uniformly elliptic equation (1.4) in fi.
We define the function
where 7 is a positive constant to be determined and c(x) > Co > 0. By a straightforward computation, we have
where /' denotes differentiation with respect to u. We now write We seek to make the right-hand side of (2.2) nonnegative. To handle the second and ninth terms, we differentiate (1.4) with respect to Xfc, multiply by 2c_1u ¡t, and then solve for these terms. Hence we have
We substitute (2.3) into (2.2) and combine appropriate terms to obtain (2.4) LP = 2c~VJu fcj-u,fci -2c~1àiilutkutij -2c~1btkuku¿ + 2c-1/u fcC fc + 2/'u fcU fc -Ac~2a%3utkutkiCj -c~2utkutkLc + 2c~3u!ku!kaljctiCj + -ff'a^ujUj + ~fcf2.
We shall now combine the fourth and tenth terms on the right side of (2.4) by
To combine the first, second, and sixth terms on the right side of (2.4), we employ an inequality from [4] . Let (Ai:>) be the matrix which is the inverse of the positive definite (alJ) and let (sph) be an arbitrary nx n matrix. Then since a^(uik + \Aipspk)(uúk + ^"s"k) > 0, one has the inequality skiuM > -aijukjUM -{A^s^sf or the arbitrary matrix (skl). Consequently we have (2.6) 2c~1àlju,kjU,ki -2c~1akjujutki -4c~2a*íc¿u>fcU>¡tt = 2c~1{at:!utkj -ofc/uj -2c"V:,c,Ju fc}tt,fci
where we have chosen skl = -akJuj -2c~1dljcjutk.
We finally substitute (2.5) and (2.6) into the right side of (2.4) and rearrange terms so that (2.7) LP > {ififl + (2f -c~2Lc -C-3|Vc|2)6ij -2c~%
where 5lJ is the Kronecker delta. Now for 7 sufficiently large the right side can be made nonnegative as desired. We thus have the following. cannot attain its maximum value in fi unless it is a constant.
We note that the only difference in demonstrating the nonnegativity of LQ is that one need not add and subtract 1 as done in (2.5) since the term c/2 occurs as a consequence of the placement of the parameter in Q. We also note that no specific lower derivative bound on / is called for and that the coefficient of the nonlinear term in (2.8) is positive. Now let us seek to weaken the requirement on /' in Theorem 1, where u is a C3 solution of (1.4). We define the function (2.9) R(X) = ^+1£(U) mdt, where 7 is a positive constant to be determined, <p(u) is a function to be determined, and c(x) > Co > 0. We compute R¿ and R¿j as before, where we use a prime to indicate differentiation with respect to the argument and we let / = /(it) = f(<p(u)). Then as in (2.2) we form (2.10) LR = 2c-1alJu,fcjU,fcj + 2c~1alju,ku,kij -2c~2atjutkutkicj -2c_2alJuifcW,fcjCi¿ -c~2a%ju,ku,kctij + 2c~3a%0u,ku,fec¿c¿
Using (2.3) and collecting terms, we can write (2.11) LR = 2c~1álju:kjUtki -2c~1at3ku¡ku,ij -2c~1Wku,kuti + 2c-1/u fcc,fc + 2/'u fcUfc -Ac~2alju,kU,kiC,j -c~2utkU,kLc + 2c-3UkUkalJc,iCj + (7/V'2 + lf<p")ai3uaUi + icf<p'f.
We note that we can again use (2.6) on the first, second, and sixth terms of (2.11). It only remains to use the tenth term to balance the "undesirable" fourth term of (2.11). We achieve this by assuming <p' j'f > a2 > 0 and calculating (2.12) 7cV// + 2c-1fukc,k = (7 -l)c<pjf + cp'Jf + 2C-1fukc,k > (7 -l)cy// + c-^a2
We now substitute (2.6) and (2.12) into (2.11) and collect terms. Assuming It is clear that the right side of (2.13) can be made nonnegative for a 7 chosen
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use sufficiently large. Thus we have THEOREM 3. If u is a C3 solution of (1.4), where the coefficients a13, b1 G C1(fi), c G C2(fi), and c(x) > cn > 0 and the function f G C1(R) is bounded and has its first derivative bounded below, and if there exists a function tp such that (2.14) tp'ff >a2>0, / V'2 + If" > ß > 0, then there exists a positive constant 7 sufficiently large (7 > 1) such that CP{u) c(x) cannot attain its maximum value in fi unless it is a constant.
R(X) = WL+1r f(t)dt
Jo
We note that nontrivial / and tp which satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3 for a solution which is bounded below are f(u) = arctanu2 + 1 and f(u) = eu. We also note that the first condition in (2.14) precludes Theorem 3 from strictly containing Theorem 1 inasmuch as it implies that f(u) ^ 0, which was not hypothesized in Theorem 1.
Bounds.
For an application of Theorem 1, we consider the nonlinearity f(u) = u3 + u. We note that the integral term in P(x) is nonnegative since /(0) = 0 here. If we let xo be a point on <9fi at which P(x) attains its maximum, then we obtain from P(x) < P(xq) that
for any x G D. Moreover, it follows from P(x) < P(xq) that |u(x)| < -|Vu(x0)|2 + -u4(x0)+u2(x0) where xn is some point on dfi at which P(x) attains its maximum. For a physical application, we consider the single, irreversible, steady-state reaction studied in [1] . There the scalar problem for the concentration is formulated as is given in terms of the value of u at x and m = minu(x) when the average curvature of the boundary is nonnegative. By Theorem 1 with 7 = 1 and without the restriction on the geometry, we obtain
